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Internship

Sostware development process in general

General/Basic knowledge of Operating Systems (Windows Server)

General/Basic knowledge of RDMS (SQL Server)

General/Basic knowledge of sostware deployment process

Good analytical skills

Good technical writing skills

Unified Modeling Language (UML)

 

     Working on a world recognized and proven solutions

     Development with the most talented engineers in the region

     Using Modern technologies

     Working on attractive projects and exciting challenges

     Continuous personal development and career growth

     Excellent team environment 

     Excellent working conditions

     Fun and positive but demanding working climate

We are looking for a motivated, self-initiated students for internships and possibility for employment asterwards, who has the passion for 
learning and applying the knowledge in sostware release field. 
   
We are seeking a person who will actively be involved in sostware planning, documenting and supporting the process of release management. 
The person should be passionate about understanding, analyzing and resolving technical problems with drasting an appropriate technical 
documentation.

We offer fast development and growth according to the individual behavior, attitude and performance. We offer individual professional certifica-
tion, individual certification aster employment, high ranked conference attendance according your interest and job requirements, work in 
dynamic environment, learning and use of contemporary technologies and also be part of a team that develop projects of various and actual
industries.

Internship summary

1. Professional and career development via competence 

modeling 

2. Fast Talent identification

3. Supporting environment for individual growth according     

to the behavior, attitude and performance of individuals 

4. Free of charge technical certification

5. Rewards for acquired certifications 

6. High ranked conference attendance according the         

individual interest and job requirements

7. Team sport activities 

8. Salary increase based on development and successful 

team and individual factors

9. Dynamic environment learning and use of the modern 

technologies

10. Work in high end complex projects of various indu-

sirtires.

Possibility for employment means:

Internship summary

If you meet the requirements, and if you have no more than 5 exams to finish the faculty please send your updated CV to jobs@nextsense.com
with SUBJECT of the mail Internship.

Internship in Nextsense means:


